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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Shayna Wiwierski
LIKE MOST PEOPLE, I always look forward to a beauty appointment. Whether I’m getting a haircut, colour, a

manicure, or a waxing treatment (ouch!), I’m usually counting down the hours until the appointment itself.
That’s what is so special about the beauty industry; beauty professionals make us regular people not only

look good, but feel more confident too. 
With spring freshly arriving, what better way to shed winter than a new look? In this issue, we look

at a variety of new products on the market that will leave boring ol’ winter in the past and ways how
you can help your clients get those big celebrity lashes. We also take a look at what’s new with the
MHA, what some local talent is up to, how you can raise some money for a good cause, and how to
use social media to your benefit.

I also want readers to take notice of how beautiful our cover is. We had a
shoot late February, 2011 and I want to thank all the ladies involved –
Cheri Paizen of Hair Ink; Peggy Talbot of Nail Workz (who painstakingly
did those gorgeous nails); Feana Hanin of Salon Venator (umm, hello,
I want feather lashes!); Elise Nadeau of Shooter Girl Photography;
and of course, our fierce and beautiful model, Nicole Abbott.

I hope you enjoy the spring 2011 edition of Clippings
magazine and as always, if you have any questions, comments,

or story ideas, please send an email my way! 

Shayna Wiwierski
shayna@delcommunications.com

The FIRST and ORIGINAL Wig Service 

for WOMEN of all ages

Largest Selection of Designer Wigs 

and Headwear in Manitoba

28 Years of Professional Consultations

Manitoba’s Leader in the Women’s Hair Loss Industry

Winnipeg Direct 878-2351 by appointment

www.evelynswigs.com

EVELYN’S WIGS

Thinning or Hair Loss?
FOR CONVENIENCE OR NECESSITY

Confidently  Beautiful!



WHEN YOU’RE BUSY at work and life becomes hectic,

inevitably you end up asking yourself “does this really

matter?” All that you do and all the time and energy you

give, does it really truly matter? 

I believe the answer is “Yes it does.” What you choose

to do today will have an impact on tomorrow. Everything

with an action has a reaction. Although there may be

times in your life that you need to reflect and recharge, it

is important to realize the power of your “choosing to

make a difference” and making a move forward in a

positive direction. 

Whether you are an apprentice, co-worker, manager,

or owner we can all think back on what has truly made

us feel good in the past. Money is great and promotions

are wonderful, but they are not the only power and drive

for success. The real power is simple, it is being sincere

and passionate about what we do and wanting to share

what you know - “pay it forward”. 

You can make a difference with simple words such as

“thank you”, or with a gesture of kindness. When you

sincerely offer someone a compliment or take the time to

share your knowledge and your passion, these types of

gestures are priceless. 

Think about the last time you really felt good about

something. I am betting it wasn’t something you

purchased, it was most likely something you did, and that

something you did didn’t cost you anything but your time. 

Personally when life gets busy, I make a point of
stopping to reflect back on some of those cherished
moments in my life. I remember how it felt when
someone said the simplest words of appreciation or
gratitude. That is truly what is important
and is something that you can keep
with you forever, and in the end
it fuels your drive to continue
making the most of your life. 

Choosing to make a
difference has a great
impact on your life and on
those lives you touch.
Paying it forward, sharing,
caring, lending a helping
hand, positive
reinforcement, and kind
gestures - the investment is
minimal but the
payback is
exponential!  ✄
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MHA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Mary Elliot

Choosing to
make a difference
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What you choose to do today 
will have an impact on tomorrow.

You can make a difference with 
simple words such as “thank you”, 
or with a gesture of kindness.



Make-up artisit, Feana
Hanin (second from

left) with models.

Katie Garrett
(second from

right) with
models.

MHA secretary treasurer and
business agent, Angie Unger

(centre) with Frank Vinci
(right), Carly Unger (left),
and vice-president Crystal
Kirby-Peloquin (far left).

L’Oreal Colour
Educator Katie
Garrett speaks
to the crowd.
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L’Oreal Colour Class

MANITOBA 
HAIRSTYLISTS’ ASSOCIATIONNews

By Cheri Paizen, Educational Director for the MHA

Many thanks go out to all the people who were able to brave
the chilly weather on December 6, 2010 and make it to our
winter class! The MHA wanted to have a class that would
refresh and get our creative minds flowing, so when Katie
Garrett from L’Oreal Professional agreed to help out with our
winter class - Colouring the World - one client at a time, we
were excited!

Garrett was able to give us some useable color placements
and foiling techniques. This class was meant for stylists to use
these techniques in the salon on real clients. Many times I
have gone to classes and loved what I saw, but could not find
anyone to try it on! 

My eternal gratitude goes to our great models and our
awesome makeup artist from Salon Venator, Feana Hanin.



Calling all creative souls, young and old! Let
yourself create your twisted, unimaginable, awe-
inspiring, larger than life hair art!

The Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association is proud
to announce that we are going to have our first
Fantasy Competition. So let your imagination run
wild! Anything you want, any colour you want,
anything goes! We want the most creative team to
present us with something that will make us
drool. Our theme this year is “Under the Hair
Top”, a circus-inspired look at what would be at
a hairstylist’s sideshow. 

Check out the MHA website for more
information at www.manitobahairstylists.com.
You can also call 204-775-8633 with any
questions. 
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Done RIGHT 
in your shop or mine

Certified by SharkFin Shears 
240 Davidson Street •  Winnipeg, Manitoba • R3J 2T6
www.thehandofgord.ca  •  Toll Free: 1-877-692-8662 

(204) 797.7647

Manitoba Hairstylists’Association Presents:

UNDER THE HAIR TOP!

What hair creatures will you see at

our sideshow?

Date: 

Sunday, May 1, 2011 

Location: 

Fame Night Club, 

279 Garry Street 

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Check in:

6:00 p.m. 

Show Starts: 

7:00 p.m. 

Party to follow competition!

Suite 300, 6 Roslyn Road
Winnipeg, Manitoba  R3L 0G5

www.delcommunications.com

DEL
Communications Inc.

— Creative Design —
— Advertising Sales —
— Trade Publications —

— Qualified Sales & Editorial Team —

DEL Communications Inc.
has in excess of 100 years combined

experience  working for you.
We offer outstanding personal service

and quality  in the areas of:
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EVERY SATURDAY was salon day for Marlon Goolcharan.

As a boy, Goolcharan went to the salon with his mother for

her weekly wash and set. Every week he looked forward to it;

watching the salon workers create beautiful styles, taking time

to transform tired locks, as he sat patiently in the adjacent

chair. 

Those salon memories stay with him today as his

inspiration to do hair, and cultivated a desire to create

something special for each person sitting in the chair.

Born in Trinidad and Tobago, and a lifelong Winnipeg

resident, Goolcharan has been in the hair business for over 15

years. 

“I just like people’s reactions, like when they give you a

hug,” said Goolcharan, who understands the importance of

selecting the right stylist. “It’s a very personal experience and

that person has put their faith in you.”

For him, the excitement comes from creating styles tailored

for each individual in an industry where nothing is cut and

dry. 

“Every day is different because there’s always different

people – and never the same haircut,” he says, before noting

that while he may not have had any “crazy or weird” clients,

one in particular stuck out. 

“Oh yes, there was a lady who needed to leave at a certain

time and so she left – with the colour still in her hair!”

His ability to go with the flow has allowed him to grow and

MHA Member Profile

Marlon Goolcharan
brings his hairstyling to the city

By Daniella Ponticelli
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experience Winnipeg by moving through different salons and

experiencing different parts of the city with a variety of clients.

He started out in the downtown area, moved towards River

Heights, and currently styles at Hair in the City on Lilac Street.

The change motivates him to improve on skills. 

“Everything is always progressing, always changing – it is

never stagnant, I like that,” says Goolcharan, who has taken his

passion for learning more in the industry further than

Winnipeg. In November 2010, he was on the Canadian world

blow drying team for an international competition in Versailles,

France. 

“[For Team Canada] everyone was from different parts [of

the country], but we got together in Toronto and practised.” 

The team communicated with each other and had to

motivate themselves. They did this by sending emails and

pictures of their work back and forth to show progress. They

all bonded, despite the distances, and Goolcharan came away

with a better knowledge of blow drying. 

His competitive nature started in school at Scientific Marvel,

who hosted smaller, local competitions. He still competes

locally at least once a year as it enables him to “improve, stay

competitive, and grow my business.” 

And that’s what keeps him rooted in Winnipeg; the flexibility

to cut hair and compete on a larger scale, while maintaining

long-lasting connections. 

“I think every stylist wants a regular client, it means that

people trust in me, and that means everything,” he says. “I love

that relationship.” 

In March 2011, that relationship started long-term as

Goolcharan became a first-time salon owner, taking over Hair

In The City. He is excited about the challenge and hopes to

promote natural products in a more eco-friendly space. 

“We’ve already started recycling and we try to use cleaners

that are environmentally-friendly,” explains Goolcharan, who is

an enthusiast of the Kevin Murphy line of natural styling

products. “I have some clients who are sensitive to synthetics,

and this is an alternative.” 

His next goal is to teach the Murphy product line so that

other salons will also consider going natural, and last, but

certainly not least, he continues to progress in the industry.

“I’m still as excited about hairstyling as the day I graduated.” ✄

Are you looking for a chance to 
grow personally and professionally? 

Do you want to work with 
successful award winning stylists?

Choose Hair In The City

We are currently looking for 
established stylists for chair rental.

Hair In The CityHair In The City

Contact:
Marlon Goolcharan
Owner/Educator

488-8113

Look Good!
Feel Great!

PARKING FOR
HAIRSTYLISTS

ONLY
ALL OTHERS WILL

CURL UP & DYE

We welcome your comments and feedback,
or if you have an idea for a story or profile 

please send it to:

shayna@delcommunications.com
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THESE DAYS YOU CAN basically enhance anything from your lips
to your breasts to your hair. So why should your eyelashes be any
different? Throw away those falsies and volumizing mascara,
because there are better, more effective, and longer-lasting ways
to get those big celebrity lashes.

Brand new to Canada, Latisse is a prescription treatment for thin
or inadequate lashes which makes them look longer, thicker, and
darker after a few months. The product is made by California-
based Allergan, the same company that makes Botox, and was
approved by Health Canada late last year. The product itself is only
available by prescription and consultation through select physicians
in Manitoba. One bottle of the product runs for $160 and lasts
approximately six to eight weeks; two bottles can cost $299. 

It works by applying a thin layer of the product at the base of
your upper lash line every night, and gradually over a few weeks
patients should start to see thicker, darker, notice-me lashes, with
full results generally in only 16 weeks.

“People are very happy with it. I have staff on it, patients on it,
and one of my daughters is even on it. Eyelash care is a
multimillion-dollar, if not a billion-dollar, industry in North America.
Just look at the lineups at the MAC counter. This is a long-term
solution for darker, longer, and thicker lashes. Women desire
beautiful eyes and lashes, and don’t we believe that the eyes are

the gateway to the soul?” says Dr. Earl Minuk, a Winnipeg
dermatologist who offers Latisse at his two Cosmetic SkinClinic
and Laser centres located in River Heights and St. Vital.

So what’s the secret formula? Well, the product uses an
ingredient called bimatoprost, which can increase the length and
number of lashes. The product is safe if applied properly, but of
course, as with all drugs, it does have its side-effects. 

“Occasionally irritation and itchiness can occur, but it generally
goes away the more you use the product. Rarely do you see
darkening of the skin, which is attributed to improper long-term
application,” says Dr. Minuk. “Latisse has a high consumer
satisfaction affiliated with it. This is a breakthrough for eyelash
care. Its use is non-invasive, and you apply it once a day at
nighttime with a fine little brush. You can doll your eyes up as much
as you can after, makeup and all.”

Another non-prescriptive way to increase lashes is by applying
eyelash extensions. 

Eyelash extension services have been popping up in many salons
here in Winnipeg, as well as a few specialty shops that exclusively
offer them. The process is quite simple; lashes are painstakingly
applied individually to the existing lash about a millimeter away
from the skin using pharmaceutical-grade glue and two tweezers.
The results are instant and can last up to three months without fills.

By Shayna Wiwierski

The latest in eyelash treatments will have 
you throwing those falsies and mascara away!

Mascara 
No More

PHOTO CREDIT: WINK STUDIO
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It is recommended to get fills every month or so to maintain the look, as
the lashes fall out with your actual eyelash. Initial applications can take
up to two hours, and fills about an hour; however, the client usually falls
asleep in that time period.

Varbie Pinones, 29, opened up her eyelash extension business, Wink
Studio, in August 2010. She says that the response to the service has
been great because of the many benefits that the procedure offers her
clients.

“Its improved people’s allergies – the people who are sensitive to
mascara or makeup – so it’s much better for them as they touch their
eyes less. The number one rule with the lashes is ‘no rubbing,’” says
Pinones, whose studio is located at Grosvenor and Stafford in
Winnipeg.

Eyelash extensions are naturally longer, curlier, and thicker, so no
mascara is needed, and best of all, they are waterproof, so they will
hold up great on the beach or at the gym. They are relatively easy to
care for, too; just avoid oil-based cleansers, lotions, and makeup
remover, and use a Q-Tip to clean off eyeliner around the eye.

To learn to apply them is rather quite simple. First you have to be a
licensed esthetician, then find a company that offers training and see if
they are coming to a city near you to do the training, or you can always
fly out to where they are based and learn there. Typically, it takes a
couple days of classes, and then about six months later you send
photos of your work. If you are approved, they send a certificate. 

The response to the service has been phenomenal and has certainly
grown in popularity. And, it’s not just clients’ looks that have improved,
but it also can heighten their self-esteem.

“Clients are more confident, and they feel younger. It lifts their eyes;
and with the lashes they spend less time in the morning getting ready.
When they come in for fills, it may take an hour or two, but they look
forward to it because it gives them time to relax,” says Pinones. “Vogue
magazine has a really great quote that sums it up, ‘Lashes are the new
breasts, women are obsessed with getting a bigger, better pair.’”  ✄

Eyelash extension services have been popping up in
many salons here in Winnipeg, as well as a few

specialty shops that exclusively offer them.
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Innovative.  Original.  Beautiful.
New products for 2011 
by Schwarzkopf Professional

SCHWARZKOPF
PROFESSIONAL is part of
the business unit
cosmetics/toiletries of the
Henkel Group, Düsseldorf,
and is worldwide one of
the leading suppliers in
the hairdressing business.
Based on a professional
partnership with the
hairdresser, the focus of
Schwarzkopf Professional
is to provide innovative
concepts and services
which match the needs of
international salon
businesses. Schwarzkopf
Professional is present in
over 80 countries. Well-
known international
brands include
ESSENSITY (colour, care,
and styling), BlondME
(colour, care, and styling),

IGORA (colour), SEAH hairspa and BC hairtherapy (care) and OSiS
(styling). One of the world’s most innovative and recognizable hair
brands, Schwarzkopf Professional has released some new and
colourful products for 2011. Here is a preview.

NEW BC HAIRTHERAPY CURL BOUNCE
100 PER CENT ‘CURL BOUNCE’ AFTER
THE FIRST USE!

Beautiful, natural curls get everyone’s attention. From the tight-
corkscrewed curls of Sarah Jessica Parker, to the soft, winding curls
of Alicia Keys; there can be little doubt that beautiful natural curls are
one of the hottest looks today. The beauty and popularity of this style
speaks for itself, however, even natural, bouncy curls and waves
sometimes need a helping hand. Schwarzkopf Professional is proud
to introduce the new BC Curl Bounce, a new line for BC hairtherapy
designed to re-nourish and give bounce back to natural curls. 

BC Curl Bounce delivers separation and definition to curls and
waves with a carressably soft finish, while at the same time, re-
nourishing your hair leaving it energized with a satin-soft hold. The
new BC Curl Bounce is truly unique, thanks to its innovative Curl-
Memory-Complex; curls and waves literally spring back into shape.
The result is curls that retain their high-energy and shape, all day,
every day. 

By using amino cell technology to repair the hair’s internal
structure and the Curl-Memory-Complex to rejuvenate essential
moisture and ensure curl memory retention, you can once again
enjoy fashionable, radiant curls and waves with that enviable ‘bounce
back’ feeling. The solution to tangled, lifeless,
and dull curls is here. 

NEW BC HAIRTHERAPY
SMOOTH SHINE
LUMINOUS
BEAUTY, SO
SMOOTH IT
GLOWS!

We all know what it
can be like to have a
‘bad hair day’; well,
people with frizzy,
unmanageable, and dull
hair often feel that they
endure more than most.
Studies show up to 43
per cent of people
dream of hair with a
radiant shine, while a
massive 64 per cent
long for the day they can
enjoy beautiful, tangle-
free, smooth hair.* 

Often, the challenge is
finding a hair care range
that is able to remedy

For further information or salon locations,
please visit www.facebook.com/BChairtherapy.

*Source: GfK 2008
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unruly and dull hair, repair the internal structure of the hair, and give
you the freedom to style your hair how you want to. Schwarzkopf
Professional is pleased to address this challenge with their new BC
Smooth Shine; 24-hour smoothness for extremely unmanageable
and rebellious hair with long-lasting frizz protection and a beautiful,
mirror-like shine. 

The complete BC Smooth Shine assortment uses the innovative
and new IPS Complex (Ionic Polymer Shield Complex) to target the
specific needs of frizzy, unmanageable, and dull hair. And, by
incorporating the IPS Complex and Amino Cell Rebuild technology
into the entire assortment, the new BC Smooth Shine is a complete
range that not only delivers soft hair with a mirror-like shine, but a
range that also repairs the inside of the hair.

The new BC Smooth Shine and Curl Bounce range will be
available in select salons across Canada. 

SCHWARZKOPF PROFESSIONAL
CONTINUES TO LEAD THE INDUSTRY
IN HAIR COLOUR ADVANCEMENTS 

The naturally-derived ESSENSITY hair colour now offers 100
per cent grey coverage and is still free from ammonia, parabens,
paraffin, and more! 

ESSENSITY is the market’s first high-performing hair colour
that offers an ammonia-free and odourless oil-in-cream
permanent colouration, and contains the purest organic essence
of grape seed oil and natural Ectoin. Completely unique in the
market, ESSENSITY Colour offers: zero per cent ammonia, zero
per cent odour, zero per cent silicones, zero per cent
paraffin/mineral oils, zero per cent parabens, zero per cent
alcohol, zero per cent artificial colourants, and up to 100 per cent
grey coverage, giving you the best of both worlds: 100 per cent
performance and zero per cent compromise. 

ESSENSITY Colour is ideal for the heavy colour user, the eco-
conscious, the ammonia refuser, or someone who may be a
colour sceptic. With the relaunch of ESSENSITY Colour,
Schwarzkopf Professional offers nine colour worlds and 30
exciting new shades (that’s 50 in total) – including captivating
blondes, stunning reds and violets, and delicious browns. In
addition, ESSENSITY maintains its high level of naturalness with
more than 90 per cent naturally derived ingredients. 

The uniqueness of ESSENSITY Colour is in its innovative
patent-pending technology. Changing a natural hair colour to a
different shade relies on the oxidative reaction of hydrogen
peroxide on the natural melanin pigment. Rather than using
ammonia to lift out the natural pigment to make room for the new
one, Essensity is powered by AMEA Technology. AMEA stands for
the synergistic combination of two very gentle alkalizing agents:
Aminomethyl propanol and Monoethanolamine. By combining
these two gentle alkalizing agents, AMEA technology is able to
break down the natural melanosome layer, making the melanin

pigments susceptible to hydrogen peroxide. Although the lifting
power of AMEA is not as strong as ammonia, the lifting power is
impressive and it’s done in a gentle way, ensuring a vibrant colour
every time. AMEA technology is superior to the technology of
other professional brands of ammonia-free permanent colour,
which only uses Monoethanolamine and therefore, doesn’t have
the same lifting power. In addition, ESSENSITY colour delivers
superb colour performance and leaves the hair shiny and in great
condition. 

ESSENSITY also offers a variety of care and styling products,
including a brand new Natural Shine Serum and a colour care
range that includes a colour shampoo, conditioner, and leave-in
mask. ✄

Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association
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Salon: Hair Ink
Hair: Cheri Paizen & Katie Garrett
Makeup: Nicole Pielou & Trish Samoila
Photographer: Cory Aronec - Studio 448
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Salon: Looks Hair & Body
Hair: Niki Labossiere
Makeup: Stephanie Wishart
Photographer:

John Boccabella

Around Tow
n Profi

les – Spring 2011

Looks Hair 
& Body
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MAKE UP
FOR EVER BRUSHES
Some essential items in every makeup
artist’s, or makeup artist wannabe’s, kit would
be a great set of tools. Well lucky for us, Make Up
For Ever makes some phenomenal brushes. These
synthetic beauties apply makeup flawlessly so you
can achieve that perfect coverage that will make you
looking fresh and gorgeous.
Prices vary, available at Sephora

ST. TROPEZ MOUSSE BRONZING KIT
Make everyone think you just came back from the French

Rivera! Get that perfect, golden tan from top to toe!
Unlike other drugstore brand self-

tanners, St.Tropez provides a
flawless finish that won’t turn
you orange. The Aromaguard™
fragrance technology also
reduces the odour of DHA by
at least 70 per cent, so it won’t
leave you smelling bad. Apply
the body polish before the tan
for a flawless finish, and the
moisturizer afterwards to keep
that tan looking fresh
day after day!
$47 at www.spaboutique.ca

PUREOLOGY
NANOWORKS 

SHAMPOO AND
CONDITIONER

The Donald Trump of the shampoo market,
the crème-de-la-crème of conditioners…

okay, you get the point. Pureology’s
NanoWorks haircare line is the

ultimate luxury cleansing experience
that returns hair to pristine condition

while locking in colour and
unleashing its inner potential. Infused

with guar gum and shea butter, as
well as organic botanicals like

shiitake mushrooms, it also leaves
your hair feeling silky,

soft, and shiny.
$58.99 each at Enviro Trends

FROM A BRONZE, dewy look to shiny, silky curls, spring is all about shedding those heavy winter
coats and unleashing the beauty within. We found some products that will make you look your best
morning, noon, and night.

www.manitobahairstylists.com
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SCHWARZKOPF OSIS 
DUST IT MATTIFYING
POWDER
Throw that teasing comb away! This miracle
product may come in a tiny package, but it has
huge results – it creates separation and
definition, absorbs excess oil, and creates
superb volume at the roots to boot. Sprinkle
some of the powder on your hair line, mess it
up, and bam! Instant volume! If hair falls flat
throughout the day, just mess it up some
more and you will get that sky-high volume
once again.

$19.27 at Chatters Salon & Beauty Supply

OPI BLACK 
SHATTER NAIL

POLISH
Put this on and everyone will be

asking you how you got that crazy
crackle design. Well, this little

beauty will give you that
shattered effect in only seconds.

Apply a thin coat on top of any
colour of polish, and watch as

it literally shatters
before your eyes.

$9.95 at Chatters Salon &
Beauty Supply

SMITH’S ROSEBUD SALVE
A cult favourite for a number of years, Rosebud Salve not only
moisturizes lips but can also heal dry skin, get rid of those
annoying pimples, heal diaper rash, and even soothe minor burns.
A true beauty jack-of-all-trades
for everyone!
$7.99 at Out of the
Blue, Winnipeg, MB

SULTRA THE BOMBSHELL ONE-INCH ROD CURLING IRON
Hate those annoying kinks your curling iron leaves on you or your client’s hair? The Bombshell gets rid of the clip and curls
hair in half the time than a conventional curler. Featuring the exclusive Japanese Kyocera® Ceramic Technology, this hair tool
mends the hair and provides constant heat for long-lasting curls. Feeling fashionable? Slip on the heat-protectant pink glove so
you won’t feel the burn.
$130 at Sephora

Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association

URBAN DECAY DEW
ME MOISTURIZING
SETTING SPRAY
Don’t want a makeup melt-down midday?
Spray after your makeup application in the
morning with Urban Decay’s Dew Me, a
setting spray that will not only keep that
makeup in place and moisturize, but will
also cool you down on those hot days.
Perfect for those ladies on the go, athletes,
or for hot summer nights.
$35 at Sephora

TWEEZERMAN SPECIAL EDITION
ANIMAL PRINT TWEEZERS

Get rid of those untamable hairs with this fierce tweezer by Tweezerman. The
perfect slant on this tool will unroot even the most unruly hairs to unleash

the inner lioness within. In addition to the fashionable zebra print,
these bad boys also come in leopard and tiger print as well.

$31.99 at Shoppers Drug Mart 
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“HELLO MY LOVELIES, how are you? It’s
Leyla here,” says Leyla Naghizada, a 26-
year-old Toronto resident, before she goes
on to show the world how to create a Kim
Kardashian-inspired high ponytail using
hair extensions. Naghizada, along with her
sister, Mimi Ikonn, own a successful hair
extension business and exclusively market
their product online using social media.

Websites like Facebook and Twitter help
you stay connected to your friends and
family, but sites like YouTube can connect
you to the world. Look at Justin Bieber,
the 17-year-old from Stratford, Ontario
who went from creating YouTube videos
filmed by his mom to international pop
sensation loved by teens the world over.
And although Bieber is an extraordinary
example of what the magic of the Internet
can do, beauty lovers around the world are
opening their laptops, pressing ‘record’ on
their camcorders, and telling millions of

people around the world their favourite
products, hairstyles, and makeup looks –
and how to create them.

Naghizada and Ikonn are one of them.
They started their channel, LuxyHair,
named after their hair extension business,
Luxy Hair Extensions, on April 18, 2010.
The channel features hair-care tips, easy
hair tutorials, and hair extension
information. Their other channel,
EverythingLuxy, is dedicated to everything
from makeup tutorials to clothing hauls
(videos that show off recent purchases) to
lifestyle tips and more. Today they have
close to 52,000 subscribers and over four
million total upload views (people who
watch their videos), collectively, between
their two channels.

The channels, as well as other social
media outlets, are their main form of
advertising for their business.

“YouTube has played an enormous part
in helping us build a solid brand to which
customers can put faces. I think having
that personal touch is crucial in today’s
marketplace if you want to stand out from
the crowd,” says Naghizada in an email. “It
might come as a total shock to some, but
we really have not used any form of
traditional advertising methods at all, to
this day, to market and advertise our
brand. YouTube has been our primary
outlet to market our extensions, which has
proven to be extremely useful and
successful.”

Professional makeup artist Eman also
uses YouTube to utilize her personal brand.
Eman’s channel, MakeupByEman, is rated
the 98th all-time most subscribed channel
in Canada according to YouTube statistics.
The Vancouverite, who does freelance
makeup in print for magazines, advertising

By Shayna Wiwierski

Online Chic
How social media is taking the
beauty industry to the next level
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Thinking of dusting off the old camcorder
and setting up your own channel?
Well, there are a few things you need
to know before getting started.

EQUIPMENT
If you want to show off how to do the perfect smoky eye or
how to do a high-fashion bun, that video camera from the late
1990s may not do the trick. Invest in a high-definition camera,
like the Canon T2i, or if you want to keep your budget to a
minimum, you can always use the video setting on your digital
camera. Some webcams can pump out high quality video, as
well. You’ll also need some great lighting, or you can also set
up in front of an open window and use natural lighting.
Finally, you will need a computer and some editing software.
Most computers come with their own form of software, like
iMovie or Windows Movie Maker.

OTHER STUFF YOU’LL NEED
Confidence! Naghizada says that you need to be comfortable
in your own skin before going in front of the camera. You’ll
also need something about which you are passionate: “that
passion comes through in your videos and definitely attracts
more viewers to your videos. And most importantly, you need
to be genuine and be yourself,” she says.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE
TO POST A VIDEO?
Everyone is different and it also depends on what you are
doing in the video. Naghizada says that the process of getting
ready (shower, hair, makeup, outfit, etc.), setting up, filming,
editing, and posting a video can take anywhere from four to
six hours. Eman, on the other hand, says it can take her about
an hour. Everyone is different.

HOW DO I GET
SUBSCRIBERS AND VIEWERS?
This can take some work. The first thing you need to do is go
on to YouTube and create an account; it’s free and simple to
do. Next, upload some videos and make sure that you tag
your videos with the correct keywords. (“Tagging” is the
process of creating words that can help people find your
videos. For example, if you are uploading a video about how
to create the perfect up-do you could tag your video as “up-

do, bridal, hair, spring, wedding, prom” – anything that your
video could be associated with, so when people search for a
video using one of your keywords they can find it.) Next, go
watch some other videos, comment on them, and subscribe
to other people’s channels; put your name out there. You can
also link your YouTube channel to your Twitter and Facebook
accounts, as well as to your website. 

Also, be consistent; upload a video every few days; the
more videos you have, the more people could potentially
subscribe to your channel (because there is lots of video feed
to watch and there is a new video each week). You could also
do contests for subscribers; this helps get your numbers up
as well.

WHAT SHOULD I DO A VIDEO ABOUT?
This is totally up to you! If you are into makeup, then do a
makeup tutorial. If you are a hairstylist, then do a hairstyle.
But remember: the people who are watching your videos
are looking for something that is interesting and easy to do.
Watch other peoples’ videos and see what they are doing
and if you know an easier way of doing it. Flip through
magazines, watch television, see what the hottest trends are
and recreate them. You can also do “review” videos, “haul”
videos, “outfit of the day” videos, etc. Have fun with your
channel, but remember to be consistent; if your channel is a
beauty one, don’t do beauty one week and cars the next.
Pick a theme and stick to it.

CAN I MAKE MONEY DOING THIS?
Yes, you can! If you are getting lots of views, then you can
apply to become a YouTube Partner where among other
things, you can take part in revenue sharing (visit
www.youtube.com/partners for more information). If you
have a lot of subscribers and upload views, then you could
potentially attract attention from companies who could pay
you to feature a product in your videos. You can also get
tons of products sent to you for review. Lots of gurus out
there consider YouTube their full-time job, and there are
some extraordinary cases of everyday girls who have
created videos and later become online celebrities in their
own right  ✄

campaigns, and weddings, says that the
feedback she has gotten from viewers has
been amazing.

“The response has been great. It started
off small and it continually keeps growing.
The feedback has been so positive; I feel
I’m helping people and they are learning.”

Eman says that YouTube and social
media outlets, like Twitter and Facebook,
are important tools to utilize, especially for
the beauty industry.

“It’s helped in several ways, building my
brand and advertising and it’s a great way
to get your name out there. I’ve gotten lots
of clients from it and I also get products
sent to me from vendors to try and review.

It’s also a way to practice your craft and a
good way to enhance your skills,” she says,
adding that an online presence can help
you stand out from the rest of the crowd.
“Not a lot of people in the beauty industry
do it, yet it’s super important. For me
personally, it is one of the things that’s
made me stand out in Vancouver, where
we have a large number of makeup artists
in the industry. I’m on Twitter, YouTube, and
I have a Facebook page; any social media,
I’m on it. It’s brought me clients and
networking with brides and photographers,
and it’s totally free, so why wouldn’t you
want to do it?”  ✄

Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association

Eman showing off how to do a smoky eye on
her channel, MakeupbyEman.

Leyla Naghizada showing off how to do aKim Kardashian inspired high ponytail on
her channel, LuxyHair.
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IN JULY, 100 staff and students from all
seven M.C. College Group schools across
Western Canada attended the fifth annual
M.C. Viva Las Vegas conference. Every
student who enrolled in the hairstyling
program in June received this free trip to
Las Vegas to participate in the conference

and attend the North American Hairstyling
Awards.

The conference, just for M.C. students
and staff, featured renowned European
stylist and Pivot Point international artistic
director Yolly Ten Koppel, along with
international platform artist Laddie James.

Ten Koppel and James presented models
showing the latest in colouring, cutting,
and styling techniques.

As if that wasn’t exciting enough, M.C.
students and staff were treated to a
special presentation by industry icon
Vivienne Mackinder. Mackinder is the

M.C. College students attend the 
North American Hairstyling Awards 

Dianna Schmidtke. Vivienne McKinder. Faatemah Ampey.
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founder of HairDesignerTV.com, the
editor-in-chief of MOD magazine, and a
five time winner of the North American
Hairstylist of the Year award. She shared
her insight into industry success through
client building and consultation.

Following the conference, students and
staff attended the North American
Hairstyling Awards Gala. Here, students
were exposed to the work of the most
famous stylists in North America,
including watching Edmonton’s own, Tony
Ricci, an M.C. College graduate himself,
win the coveted title of North American
Hairstylist of the Year.

The next day students spent time with
two more of the industry’s biggest names,
Faatemah Ampey and Diana Schmidtke.
Ampey, a North American hairstylist
winner and competitor on the show Shear
Genius, gave the students valuable insight
into the world of competition and editorial
styling.

Following Ampey was Diana Schmidtke,
men’s groomer to the stars. Schmidtke’s
list of clients includes George Clooney,
Viggo Mortensen, and Matt Damon. She
shared her experiences from the world of
movie and magazine styling and exposed
students to the career opportunities that
exist outside of the salon.

The objective of the trip is to create an
exciting impression of the industry for new
students. This year once again, all
students who enroll in the hairstyling
program beginning June 2011 will receive
the same free trip to Las Vegas for the
Sixth Annual M.C. Conference. 

For more information about this exciting
career, go to www.mccollege.ca. ✄

Yolly Ten Koppel (left) and Laddie James (right).

.
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A FEW YEARS AGO, Wendy Cooke lost an aunt, uncle, and fellow nail

technician to cancer.

Shortly after, during a conversation with her students at R.B. Russell

Vocational High School, Cooke came to realize that everyone knows

someone affected by cancer—and that many survive. Little did she know

that that conversation would be the catalyst to create a unique fundraising

event that would eventually generate more than $21,000 for the Canadian

Cancer Society.

Ada Schalk and Millie Cosens place leaves on the
“Tree of Life” to remember loved ones who have

lost the battle to cancer.

Courtney Wallin, Louis Riel
Arts and Technology

hairstyling student, practices
her round brushing skills at

the Cure-a-thon.

A cheque presentation to the
Canadian Cancer Society.

HAIRSTYLING SCHOOLS UNITE TO

Find a cure for cancer
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Louis Riel Arts and Technology students, Tiffany Funk and Season

Dennis, run the silent auction table at the Cure-a-thon.

The idea of hosting a Cure-a-thon, an event in which

participants donate money to receive a manicure, came into

fruition a few years later when Cooke was working at Miles

Macdonell Collegiate. Under the guidance of Cooke and Marion

Bulejsza, students at the school hosted their first event in spring

2002.

The nail technology students practised their newly-acquired

classroom skills, the community enjoyed manicure services, and

participants were issued a tax receipt. Everyone worked together

to make a difference and the event was a huge success.

Contributing to a worthy cause had never been so relaxing and

easy.

In its first year, the Cure-a-thon raised approximately $1,000.

The following year, hairstyling students signed on and offered

scalp treatments and styles. The annual event has since grown

each year and continues to support cancer care and research.

When Cooke moved to the Louis Riel Arts and Technology

Centre, she brought the fundraising tradition with her, and now

both schools participate in the initiative. Cooke wasn’t satisfied,

however, and in 2006, she challenged other hairstyling schools to

host Cure-a-thons. 

“This is a great event. It engages the community and allows

students to apply their skills and develop an understanding that

they can make a difference,” says Cooke.

If you would like to host a Cure-a-thon with your hairstyling/nail

technology program or salon, contact the Canadian Cancer

Society. Together we can make a difference. Canadian Cancer

Society 1-204-774-7483 Ext. 239 or 1-888- 532-6982. ✄

Manicures for a cure!
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AS A TRAINING OPTION, an apprentice ship
represents benefits for both the learner and
the employer/ journeyperson. As an
apprentice, you enhance the knowledge you
acquire from in-school technical training

with valuable, paid, on-the-job experience.
As an employer, you transfer your expertise
and grow your business with your
apprentice ship investment. Combine these
benefits with training standards that reflect

ongoing input and guidance from those who
know the trade the best – industry itself –
and you’ve got a powerful advantage in your
profession.

START YOUR CAREER NOW
Hairstylist, esthetician, and electrologist are
compulsory certification trades, meaning
that to work legally in these trades in
Manitoba you must be a registered
apprentice or hold a Certificate of
Qualification in your trade, with a valid
Authorization to Practice. 

If you’ve received similar trade
credentials outside of Canada and/or have
work experience in your profession, you
may be eligible to challenge the certification
exam through the Apprenticeship Manitoba
Trades Qualification process.

To apprentice in these trades, interested
applicants must locate a certified
journeyperson to work under. You must also
be enrolled in, or have successfully
completed technical training by attending
classes at an accredited institution. In
addition to getting paid while you learn,
there are also a variety of federal and
provincial grants, bursaries, and tax
incentives available throughout
apprenticeship training and upon
certification. 

EMPLOYERS REAP REWARDS
For employers, apprenticeship is an

attractive, cost-effective way to develop
highly-skilled, productive employees. The
completion of an apprenticeship program
results in well-trained professionals who
contribute noticeably to an employer’s
bottom line, ensuring higher levels of quality
production and productivity. With their
knowledge, skills, and “hands-on”
experience, they develop a thorough
understanding of an employer’s business
needs and how best to meet them.

By hiring an apprentice, employers also
have the opportunity to receive various

Apprenticeship: 
The future is in your hands
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APPRENTICESHIP
A Smart Investment.

AMBITION, WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND HARD WORK got you where you are today. 
Now you can build on these qualities – and build your business – by hiring and training 
apprentices. Apprentices’ knowledge and skills – coupled with on-the-job training – make for 
a profitable and smart business investment. 

CALL FOR EXPERTISE  
Apprenticeship Manitoba 
is looking for qualified 
candidates to represent 
the industry by sitting 
on a Provincial Advisory 
Committee (PAC) for 
the trades of Hairstylist 
and Esthetician. We’re 
also looking for Trade 
Examiners. 

Apprenticeship training is available in the following trades:

� Hairstylist  

� Esthetician  

� Electrologist

If you’re interested in any of these opportunities, we want to hear from you. For more 
information on apprenticeship in Manitoba visit our website at:  
manitoba.ca/tradecareers or call 1-877-97-TRADE 

grants and tax incentives from the provincial
and federal governments.

GUIDE DEVELOPMENT
IN YOUR TRADE

Apprenticeship Manitoba works closely
with the Apprenticeship and Certification
Board and the Provincial Advisory
Committees (PACs) to develop legislative
guidelines for trades and training. The result
is an effective partnership with industry
stakeholders.

PAC members are responsible for giving
the Board advice on skill and training
standards. These committees determine the
qualifications and experience required for
certification in their designated trades;
recommend upgrading standards and the
endorsement of certificates of qualification
for people who meet the required standards
and provide input into the content of

regulations made or proposed to their
trades. 

All PACs include equal representation
from employers and employees, as well as a
neutral chair. Opportunities are currently
available to serve on the hairstylist and
esthetician PAC committees. 

With your industry experience, you also
have the potential to serve as a trade
examiner, and play an important role in
ensuring quality, fairness, and equality in
testing standards. Many industry
representatives apply to be trade examiners
since it is an opportunity that speaks to their
professional expertise and knowledge.
Trade examiners are paid positions. 

GET NOTICED
Each year, Apprenticeship Manitoba

hosts two major award celebrations that
can put you in the spotlight.

The Apprenticeship Highest Achievement
Awards honours the highest achieving
graduating apprentices, exam challengers,
and their employers. Association and
industry awards are also distributed at this
annual event, held in the spring. 

The Apprenticeship Awards of Distinction
honours the outstanding contributions that
employers, journeypersons, and instructors
make to the apprenticeship training system
at a gala dinner celebration each fall. Know
of a company or a journeyperson who has
made a difference in your industry?
Nominate them today!

For more information about apprenticeship
and how you can get involved, visit
www.manitoba.ca/tradecareers or call
Apprenticeship Manitoba at 204-945-3337;
toll-free 1-877-978-7233. Also, don’t forget
to check us out on Facebook. ✄

Each year, Apprenticeship Manitoba hosts two
major award celebrations that can put you in the spotlight.
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Get spa gel pedicures
in under an hour!

Akzéntz Challenge

AKZÉNTZ OPTIONS Gel Colours are formulated to be long-lasting,
durable, flexible, and easy to soak off. Your clients will love the
different looks you can create for them with the added bonus of no
waiting time for the colour to dry. Minimal filing is required and
when used with the Akzéntz non-acid-based primer, the natural nail
is left undamaged. The product is easily removed by simply filing or
by using Akzéntz specially-formulated Soak Off Solutions, which
makes this the perfect product to add spa-style gel pedicures to
your service menu.
1. Spray the feet with Akileine Antiseptic foot spray and wipe with a
clean terry towel to cleanse feet. Remove any residual polish or
Options Gel Colour and apply cuticle remover. Push back cuticles
and trim if desired (15 minutes).
2) Wipe surface of nails with Nail Prep. Use a fine file to buff the

entire surface of the nails and around the cuticle to remove all
shine. Shape the free edge. Wipe the surface of the nails with Nail

Prep to remove all dust and cleanse. Apply a thin layer of Sure
Bond to all 10 toes (five minutes).

3) Apply Options Base ‘N Gloss to all 10 toes. Cure for two minutes.
Apply two coats of Options Colours and Aurora Sparkles if
desired. Cure each layer for two minutes before switching feet in
lamp. Apply Options Base ‘N Gloss or Options Clear as gloss.
Cure for two minutes. Wipe surface with a new Lint Free Cotton
Square and Gel Cleaner (20 minutes).

4) Set up a pedicure bowl for a five minute soak (5 minutes).
5) Remove one foot from the foot bath and dry. Use your

Diamancel Foot Files starting with the #20 and progressing to
your #11, then #10. Massage foot and lower legs with your
favorite Exfoliating Foot Scrub. Place foot back into foot bath and
rinse off the scrub. Repeat with the other foot (10 minutes).

6) Finally, dry each foot and massage with Akileine HydraDefense
Balm (five minutes). ✄

www.manitobahairstylists.com
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Introduces the Canadian School of Advanced Aesthetics, Electrolysis, 
and Body Modifi cation offers courses in beginner and advanced Body 

Tattoo and Body Piercing. We also offer a one day course in Electrolysis, 
Thermolysis, Blend, Speed Waxing, and Microdermabrasion.

Call for hours, fees and enrollment.

Lesley’s
Dermagraphics at

“When you look good,
you feel good”

1767A Portage Ave., Winnipeg,MB, R3J 0E7
Tel: (204) 487-6765  |  Fax: (204) 488-3220
www.permanentmakeupinc.com

25 Years
Experience

“WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD, you feel good.” That is our mantra.
Lesley Kwiatkowski first opened the doors of her business,

Dermagraphics at Lesley’s, on April 2, 1999. It was the beginning of
a Manitoba-made company that would become and remain a
constant pioneer in the beauty industry. Dermagraphics at Lesley’s
is often the first to bring many innovative, state-of-the-art cosmetic
technology and procedures to Manitoba and has many
groundbreaking initiatives and goals in mind for the future. Lesley’s
offers services for men and women.

Dermagraphics at Lesley’s is a government-certified skin care
and body modification establishment catering to all genders.
Growing to meet the demands of the new millennium, Lesley’s
offers: 
• Microdermabrasion - Fine resurfacing of the skin to regenerate

damaged cells which reverse sun damage, fine lines and
wrinkles, superficial scars, face and body treatments, and stretch
marks.

• LED (Light Emitting Diode Therapy) – An increasingly popular
methodology for the treatment of sun-damaged skin. A
combination use of light wavelengths stimulate collagen
synthesis and accelerate fibroblast-myofibroblast transformation
that may display a composite rejuvenating effect.

• Lam Probe – Removes spider veins, skin tags, and other skin
irregularities.

• The Six Second Hollywood Spray-on Tan Booths – Featured on
NBC, CBS, FOX, Good Morning America, Ripley’s Believe It Or
Not, and CNN. Also in Vogue, Glamour, Shape, First For Women,

and Playboy Magazine. The Instant Tan Booth will give you a rich
bronze tan in just six seconds and it’s 100 per cent UV-Free.
With just the touch of a button you will be misted with the
highest quality self-tanning solution ever developed. 

• Electrolysis – The only method of permanent hair removal.
• Lash Extensions and Permanent Lash Extensions – We use

medical grade adhesive for all lash extensions.
• Body Tattooing – Fat Phil is an award-winning tattoo artist with

23 years of professional experience. He has tattooed all over the
world including the United States, Mexico, and Brazil. He
specializes in black and gray, but loves to do bright, full-colour
work.

• Body Piercing

Lesley has studied, trained, and practiced for 25 years in the
beauty industry across North America and her wealth of
knowledge and skills enable her to offer natural-looking permanent
makeup for eyebrows, eyeliner, lip colour, cheek colour, scar
camouflage, tattoo removal, and areola restoration. Lesley has
honed her skills to become one of the best permanent makeup
artists in North America and because of her renowned reputation
for doing such high quality work, she regularly gets referrals from
leading plastic surgeons to assist patients with facelift scarring,
areola restoration, dog bites, and disfiguring burns.

Free consultations and welcome to all! Come visit us at 
1767A Portage Ave., Winnipeg, MB, R3J 0E7. Or call us at (204)
487-6765 and visit us online at www.lesleys.ca. ✄

Dermagraphics at Lesley’s

Permanent makeup 
and skin care experts

    
Many SPA SALONS in the U.S., and now in 

Canada are offering this pampering service to
cater to their male clientele. If you too would like
be able to provide this dying art to your patrons,

call me and I’ll teach you how.

John Unger
(204) 775-8631





MANITOBA HAIRSTYLISTS’
ASSOCIATION

MISSION STATEMENT:
To provide an opportunity for professionals in the beauty industry

 •  to function as a unifi ed body
 •  to facilitate the advancement of professionalism
 •  to develop quality workmanship through education, training, and industry legislation

MEMBER BENEFITS:
EDUCATION

 •  Providing educational seminars, workshops, guest speakers, and platform artists
 •  Access to a current industry related DVD and VHS library

INFORMATION

 •  Quarterly newsletters and bi-annual magazine containing current industry and activity updates
 •  Sharing of information regarding certifi cation, salon management, and chair rental, all provided with the strictest of confi dentiality
 •  Providing opportunity to network and share valuable information and creative solutions with fellow professionals

INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION

 •  Liason concerning government legislation of certifi cation, apprenticeship, trade advisory committee and examinations
 •  Provide support for the Skills Manitoba Competition  
 •  Participation in promotional and community oriented projects such as Pan Am Games, Charity Golf Tournaments, Cut-A-Thons, and the  
    Festival du Voyageur Beard Growing Contest

INSURANCE BENEFITS

 •  Group insurance rates for sickness and accident/disability, extended health and dental

Application for Membership:

Name Home Address Postal Code

Home Phone # Name of Business

Business Address  Postal Code Business Phone #

E-Mail Address

I wish to apply for membership in the Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association as a:

 Hair Stylist Skin Care Technician  Nail Technician  Other

Current qualifi cation certifi cate License #

 Winnipeg Residents Outside of City Limits Please make cheque or money order

Employer, Employee or Manager $45.00 $35.00 payable to: Manitoba Hairstylists’

Student $20.00 $15.00 Association and send to:

Manitoba Hairstylists’ Association, 501 Sargent Avenue, Winnipeg, MB  R3B 1V9
Phone: (204) 775-8633  •  Fax: (204) 775-0420

www.manitobahairstylists.com

I wish to receive MHA newsletter via email �Yes �No
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www.manitobahairstylists.com

Aesthetic Products Canada Inc. 3, OBC

Apprenticeship Manitoba 31

Evelyn’s Wig Sales & Services 6

Hair In The City 10

International Beauty Services 4

Lesley’s 35

Magicuts 30

M.C. College Group 27

Nail Workz IFC

Novostyl International 32 & 33

Schwarzkopf Professional Canada 14 & 15, 18 & 19

Sharpening by the Hand of Gord 9

The Nail Depot 36

Ultracuts IBC

Index to Advertisers

THE LATEST SALON PRODUCT line from Jessica Cosmetics

International, GELeration is a gel in a bottle that goes on like a

polish but has the durability of a gel. GELeration enables nail

technicians to create the longest-lasting salon manicures and

pedicures available. The innovative GELeration manicures and

pedicures are perfect for active women who want the

convenience and ease of its fast application and removal,

combined with unmatched colour longevity.

GELeration highlights:

- Available in 26 of Jessica’s best-selling custom colours

- High-gloss shine that dries instantly

- Strengthens and protects natural nails

- Lasts for three to four weeks

- No chipping, peeling, smudging, or fading

- Easily applied or removed in minutes by a nail technician

- Cures in a few seconds under a LED or UV lamp

- Shaped to your nail so it’s natural looking and flexible

- Removal causes no damage to natural nail

- In tune with Jessica’s philosophy of nail care

Created by Jessica, the First Lady of Nails, GELeration is the

first soak-off gel product to enable women to easily transition

between gel and natural nails, and to protect natural nails as they

grow under the gel. Based on patent-pending technology,

GELeration creates the most advanced gel manicures and

pedicures available today.  ✄

Professional GELeration
Soak-off gel polish



For those who want more...
out of their career!

For more information or
a confidential interview, please call:

204.231.0110   ext. 247 or
email: ilovemyjob@ultracuts.ca 

or apply online @ www.ultracuts.ca

’     

Images provided by Schwarzkopf Professional

AS PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
YOU BENEFIT FROM:

| 18 well established MB locations

| best product commission in the industry

| busy salons with loyal clientele base

| full service hair care facilities

| leading professional brands
OSIS . SCHWARZKOPF . BONACURE
PAUL MITCHELL . D:FI . BIOLAGE
AMERICAN CREW . URBAN RITUALS
RUSK . L’ANZA . MATRIX 
AND MORE

| tremendous benefit package, including:
health . dental . travel . eyeware

| paid ongoing educational seminars
workshops . platform artists

AS WELL AS

| excellent earning potential

| flexible hours

| group RRSPs

| opportunity for advancement

| excellent working environment

| and much more



Manual 
Facial Lifting

Eyelash  & Brow Tint

AESTHETIC 
  PRODUCTS

Beauty Supplies

Everything for the well-being of the feetYES

Automatic Facial Lifting
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